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Multi-ported

�Concurrent access to the L2 cache. Shared data 
cacheable.

The optimum L2 cache architecture is NOT a trivial decision

ContributionsL2 caches for embedded MPSoCs

Explored system architectures

Completely Shared L2 cache based systems
Single ported

�Access to the L2 cache through a single port. 
Shared data cacheable.

Design space exploration

Conclusions
• Private L2 cache achieves much better overall performance than the shared one, regardless the applied workload (third column set in all figures). 
• Hybrid cache achieves better results than the private cache in parallel workload, due to the small shared cache portion in the hybrid cache  .
• Proposal of a special parameter named the shared-private ratio (SP ratio). This ratio shows the ratio between the amount of the shared data to the 

private data. By this ratio definition, the optimum cache architecture could be chosen for each specific application specific system. 
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Separate

� Each core has its own private L2 cache. 
Shared data not cacheable.

Hybrid

� Private L2 cache, plus a small shared part 
where only shared data uses it.

Other L2 cache based systems
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architectures impact at macro-level the overall system behavior, as well as 
power consumption and area occupancy.

Experimental Results

Workload classification

Multiprocessor workload: different task per core. No shared data.

Parallel workload: same application distributed between the cores. Shared data exists

Simulation scenarios

Fixed cache storage capacity: to the total L2 caches in the system.

Fixed Total Die Area: Allocated to the L2 caches with their interconnections.
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Fixed Storage Capacity Results Fixed Total Die Area Results

Hybrid L2 cache achieves the best 
execution time and energy consumption 

with significant difference

Hybrid L2 cache achieves the best 
execution time and energy consumption 

with slight difference

Private cache has the optimum execution 
time and energy consumption

Private cache has the optimum execution 
time and energy consumption
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Virtual MPSoC platform

L2 Cache

MiBench

Cacti

Cacti is used for power, time and area estimation for L2 cache

Optimum L2 cache architecture for MPSoC? Shared or private? Maybe Both?
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